French textile machinery
makers woo Indian industry
with latest tech

I

f many European companies
are making a beeline to grab
a bigger share in the Indian
market for textile machinery,
French industry usually is not
far behind. This March 2013
saw some major French textile
machinery manufacturers,
riding on high hopes, entering
the textile turfs in Delhi and
Surat with their well-organised
seminars, presenting some
sophisticated technologies and
machinery for the technical and
other textiles for India.
Spearheaded by the UBIFRANCE (The French Agency
for International Business Development) and UCMTF (French
Textile Machinery Manufacturers’
Association), 8 group companies
made presentations in Delhi and
Surat, and attracted a total of
about 500 industry participants
to the seminars. “It was a great
crowd, and the response was overwhelming,” said Ms Evelyn Cholet,
Secretary General of UCMTF, and
the French Trade Commissioner,
Mr Matthieu Lefort nodded vigor-

Mr A B Joshi, Textile Commissioner addressing the Surat seminar.

ously in agreement, saying that
“it was indeed a big occasion
for the French textile machinery
industry to be at the centre of attention among the Indian textile
industry, which is highly esteemed
in Europe.”
If Delhi seminar delighted
the French industry participants
with about 150 attendees, Surat simply spellbound them
with over 300 attendees spilling
out of the Conference Hall at

A view of the crowd at the Suart seminar.

The Gateway Hotel, Surat. The
initial surprise turned into satisfying smiles from the French
side as the representatives from
the Surat industry showed much
enthusiasm and interest in the technologies and machinery offered
in the presentations of these 8
French group companies.
After the presentations, groups
huddled together to strike out initial
terms for deals and a few one-toone talks were carried out towards
the evening of the event between
the French speakers and the Indian
industry leaders.
Overall, the French textile machinery team looked like they have
accomplished a gratifying mission.
The companies which gave the
presentations in bifurcated room of
the Conference Hall were: STAUBLI, SUPERBA, NSC SCHLUMBERGER, ROUSSELET, DOLLFUS
& MULLER, LAROCHE, AESA and
VERDOL. Here are the summaries
of all their presentations:
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Jacquard weaving to
meet highest demands
Type SX Jacquard machine
Since its introduction two years ago, Staubli’s SX
Jacquard machine has gained wide and enthusiastic approval by customers. This extremely versatile
machine for broad use in modern Jacquard weaving
mills meets the highest demands. Productivity of
the SX surpasses that of other models, the machine
is more compact, and it offers higher performance
– meaning high loads and high-speed. Its nearly
vibration-free drive mechanism is extremely reliable.
The machine requires a minimum of maintenance.
The SX is available in two sizes, with 1,408 or 2,688
hooks. It is adaptable to rapier, air-jet, and projectile
weft-insertion systems.
New type SX V Jacquard machine for velvet
Its sister model, the machine called SX V, has
meanwhile been developed for the production of

UNIVAL 100 servo-controlled single-end Jacquard machine.

All UNIVAL 100 models are easy to program using the JC7U colour touch-screen controller, allowing
the setting and archiving of shed parameters such as
shed angle adjustment, opening profile, and crossing
phase difference.

Frame Weaving
S3060/S3260 – New generation of dobbies
Based on the success of the rotary dobby invented
by Stäubli decades ago, the newly developed rotary
dobby family S3060/S3260 comes with a new locking
system – the heart of every dobby.

SX electronic Jacquard machine.

velvet fabrics. The SX V is equipped with 2,688
hooks driven by the M6.2 three-position module. The
machine version can be adapted to any type of new
or existing velvet weaving machine and is controlled
by the new control unit JC7 with colour touch-screen.

The evolutionary principle features enhanced security for the selection of the heald frames, allowing
higher running speeds as well as superior reliability.
Thanks to its state-of-the-art technology, the new
machine is even more compact and generates less
noise and vibration despite its higher speed. It also
has a built-in cooling system connexion and requires
less maintenance.
The S3060 dobby is often operated together with
two CX 172 name selvedge lettering devices. The
CX 172 is a most modern Jacquard machine with

UNIVAL 100 – A wider range of application
with new smaller formats
The well-known UNIVAL 100 Jacquard machine with single-end control is superbly suited to
the production of technical fabrics. New, smaller
configurations with fewer actuators have been
developed particularly for this application. The two
new models can be equipped with up to 512 or
1024 actuators, complementing the previous range
with configurations between 2048 and 15360 actuators. Of particular interest to technical weavers, the
new configurations facilitate production of narrower
fabrics, from simple fabrics to sophisticated textiles
such as multi-layers.
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S3060 electronic rotary dobby.

The French Technology & Services Booklet release
at the seminar.

Mr Matthieu Lefort, Trade Commissioner, French Trade
Commission, UBI France, speaking at the inauguration.

Mr Elias Junker, Laroche, Area Sales Manager,
giving his presentation.

Mr Gerald Alligros, Head (Marketing), Verdol,
making his presentation.

From Left to Right: Mr Akhilesh Jaiwal, Sales Engineer;
Mr Manish Kapoor, General Manager, AESA;
Mr Ramasubramanian M, General Manager,
Shree Ram Textile Mills Ltd, Silvassa; Mr Shubhasis SUR,
Sr Manager, Sales, AESA.

Mr Eric Fessler, N Schlumberger,
Area Sales Manager, giving his presentation.
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French Workshop at Surat

computerised control for patterning name selvedges,
available with either 64 or 80 hooks. Its independent servo drive transmission makes it simple to be
adapted to any type of weaving machine. The heads
of the CX 172 can easy be adjusted to match the
exact weaving width.
New 1671/1681/1781 cam motions
Stäubli has adapted its range of cam motions
to meet the latest requirements. The streamlined
series of products now includes the new types
1671/1681/1781. With a high-performance cam-andlever assembly and a broad range of symmetrical and
asymmetrical cams, these advanced machines offer
increased flexibility and performance.

Weaving preparation systems
MAGMA T12 warp tying machine
Warp-tying machine MAGMA T12 ties medium to
coarse yarn types and is ideal for technical fabrics,
which are rapidly growing in importance. MAGMA
ties monofilaments, coarse multifilaments, PP ribbons,
bast fibres, coarse staple fibres, and many other fibre
types.
The machine is equipped with an optical system
for double-end detection and has a patented yarn
separation system with no need of specific separation
needles. For convenient operating and to provide
more information about the progress of the tying
process, the MAGMA T12 is equipped with a new
touch-screen panel.
TOPMATIC warp-tying machine
This universal warp-tying machine stands for highest quality in warp tying over the full range and down
to the finest threads. The various TOPMATIC models
are equipped with the unique electronic double-end
detection that prevents tying of double ends also
when tying flat sheets.

Carpet weaving systems by Schönherr
(member of the Stäubli Group)
ALPHA 400 series – for area rugs and carpets
The ALPHA 400 series of carpet-weaving machines
has proved its success with many customers who use
it to efficiently produce area rugs and wall-to-wall
carpeting for the residential, contract, and transportation sectors.
Available in five configurations and featuring
state-of-the-art technology, the ALPHA 400 produces
carpets in excellent qualities and impressive patterns
at outstanding production rates. The new Multi Weft
Selector adds even more flexibility to the ALPHA 400.
It allows the insertion of up to six plus six different
weft yarns in the same fabric.
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This offers many new possibilities for designers
and carpet weavers to create and produce new carpet
qualities. Any ALPHA 400 machine can be upgraded
by adding the Multi Weft Selector.
DEIMO (brand of the Stäubli Group)
DEIMO products include servo motors, drives,
electronic control solutions, input/output devices, and
related programming tools. Among others DEIMO
supplies highly advanced technology for electronic
controllers for circular knitting machinery for hosiery
as well as control units for weaving machine devices
such as main direct-drive motors, let-off and take-up
motions, and for Jacquard machines.
(For details & contact, visit: www.staubli.com).

Centrifuges: Advantage
Rousselet Robatel
Rousselet Robatel is one of the world leaders in
designing and manufacturing centrifuges for various
industrial fields and can propose to all textile processors involved in dyeing and finishing, cotton bleaching, wool washing or carbonising, stone washing and
all other wet processing. A wide and specific range
of centrifugal hydro-extractors:
Batch laboratory and pilot plant hydro-extractors (basket diameter from 120 to 600 mm).
Batch centrifugal production hydro-extractors
with non removable basket or removable basket,
net, filtration bag of special carrier (basket diameter
from 700 mm up to 2 m).
Continuous centrifugal hydro-extractors for
loose stock fibres (from 400 up to 2000 kg per
hour).

This last type, unique through the world, can be
integrated into any continuous line of short fibres
treatment and does not require any manual feeding
or discharging of the fibres. Consistent extraction

Mr Christian Guinet, Commercial Manager,
Staubli, delivering his presentation.

Mr Hugues Schellenberg, Dollfus & Muller,
Managing Director, giving his presentation.

Ms Evelyn Cholet, Secretary General, UCMTF
and Mr Matthieu Lefort, Trade Commissioner,
French Trade Commission, UBI France.

Mr Gerald Alligros, Head (Marketing), Verdol
in serious discussion with prospective buyers.

Mr Surjit Mahajan, Manager, Staubli India,
making his presentation.
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Mr Raphaël Boulmeau, SUPERBA, Area Sales Manager,
delivering his presentation.

allows getting low remaining moisture content by
processing thin layers of fibres in the centrifuge basket
and due to forced air suction through fibre layer. Very
important savings are generated by reducing drying
time and energy consumption (for some application
on synthetic fibres, dryer can be avoided). Separated
spun fibres give a better efficiency on downstream
treatment.
On such centrifuge type, the inside of double step
basket is equipped with vertical slotted griddles. The
down step works as a pusher and has an alternate
up and down motion via a hydraulic device; thus
the material to be treated which is continuously
introduced into the basket in rotation pushes the
already centrifuged product according to the pusher
motion frequency and stroke. The fibres outlet placed
on the centrifuge top part tangentially by automatic
ventilation.
Rousselet Robatel continuous centrifugal hydroextractors are acknowledged to bring significant
advantages in terms of:
Productivity: Feeding and discharging of fibres
in a continuous way, allowing the greatest possible
throughput.
Space optimisation: A compact unit, the SCPCTE requires only a small area and due to its closed,
continuous process, the usual working environment
of hydro-extractor can be simplified.
Consistent extraction: By operating on thin layers
of fibres, the centrifuges enable us to obtain uniform
remaining moisture content.
Limited maintenance: The machine is extremely
reliable and spare parts are infrequently required
because unbalance is kept to a minimum due to a
regular feed into a basket which is rotating yet, and
because the limitation of individual starts and stops.
Fibre quality: By working on a thin layer of
fibres and by using discharge by the top ejection
principle, a good separation is achieved between the
fibres themselves, thus allowing them to be open and
efficiently dried. Due to this, the transit time in dryer

is greatly reduced compared with squeeze rollers or
conventional hydro’s and can be suppressed with
some synthetic fibres. The quality of later treatments
of fibres is significantly improved.
Some years ago Rousselet Robatel started to cooperate with Callebaut de Blicquy, a French manufacturer of dyeing and bleaching vessels to propose a
unique and complete process solution for loose-stock
fibre dyeing including:
A press allows delivering fibre cake with
very high density and tall height.
A dyeing vessel equipped with integrated
pump, which allows dyeing liquid going through
this cake. This offers impressive reduction of bath
ratio and by consequence energy saving for heating the bath, reduction of water consumption and
by consequence reduction of treatment product.
A continuous hydro allows hydro-extraction
of wet fibres after breaking the cake.
This technology is also well adapted to cotton
bleaching process. In that specific case, energy saving can be up to 40% in comparison to traditional
process.
As already indicated, to the primary saving (water,
energy, pigment and ancillary product), secondary
saving is found in reduction of sewage water treatment plant (less water used for process, less effluent
to be treated downstream) and by consequence for
environment preservation.
(For details & contact, visit: www.rousselet.com).

NSC for latest in long
staple fibre processing
NSC fibre to yarn is a world leader in fibre textile
machinery including such well-known brands as N
Schlumberger, Sant’ Andrea Novara, Cognetex and
Seydel, it has over 25,000 of its machines currently
operating around the world.
“NSC fibre to yarn” continues to develop and
propose an innovating product range including:
Complete spinning lines of the long fibres process:
Combing.
Tow-to-top.
Recombing.
Worsted spinning preparation.
Semi-worsted units.
Hard

fibre combing and spinning.

The contribution of all the machines is economically essential according to 4 points of view:
High Production.
6 The Indian Textile Journal, May 2013

Talks on between French technology provider
& prospective clients.

Talks on between French technology provider
& prospective clients.

Mr Thomas Greiner, CEO, AESA, giving his presentation.

Talks on between French technology provider
& prospective clients.

Mr Christian Guinet, Commercial Manager, Staubli,
with Ms Evelyn Cholet towards the close of the seminar.
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Mr Malik MENIA, Callebaut de Blicquy – Rousselet Robatel,
Asia Commercial Manager, delivering his presentation.

denim producers, heavy weight, shirting or bed linen
fabric manufacturers.
The well-known two hundred years old company
is recognised to manufacture the most durable and
best water absorbent sanfor felts.

High

level of product quality.

Energy

consummation: Equipment with
economic motors.

Dollfus & Muller also presented their durable
printing dryer belts. In many Asian countries, many
printers of fine fabrics, scarves and flags are using
the Dollfus & Muller printing dryer belts for their
non-marking surfaces, which can avoid as well
the particles on the backside. Dollfus & Muller
offers the widest range of printing dryer belts and
the strongest dryer belts for pigment bed linen
producers.
Dollfus & Muller is offering his leading textile

Reduced

consummation of spare parts owing
to a new design of kinematics.
“NSC fibre to yarn” makes it a point of honour
to remain continuously aware of its numerous Indian
customers who help him to improve the machinery.
(For details & contact, visit: www.nsc-fibretoyarn.com).

Dollfus & Muller:
Leader in felts & belts
for finishing
Dollfus & Muller was glad to attend to the conferences organised by the Indian French Embassy as well
as the UCMTF organisation that took place in Delhi
and Surat. Dollfus & Muller has been manufacturing
felts and belts for more than 200-years as following:


Compacting felts for knit finishing.



Printing dryer belts for printing.

Sanforising felts for denim and woven
fabrics finishing.



Decatising felts for wool finishing.



Satin wrappers for wool finishing.



Tensionless dryer belts for knit finishing.

During the conferences, Dollfus & Muller
explained about their new compacting felt for
knit finishing with major evolutions compared
to existing products in order to serve better the
dyeing houses. The new compacting felt quality
brings a special care to the fabrics thanks to its
smoothest surface, an excellent guiding and the
best compacting rate in relations with a new
exclusive design. Dollfus & Muller presented its
proven durable sanforizing palmer felts ideal for
8 The Indian Textile Journal, May 2013

finishing spare parts since decades in India from
the North to the South and the West to the East.
They developed a real partnership with their Indian
customers.
(For details & contact, visit: www.dollfus-muller.com).

SUPERBA tops in
heat-setting BCF
carpet yarns
SUPERBA SAS with its headquarters in Mulhouse,
France is the global leader in continuous heat-setting
process with saturated steam of BCF carpet yarns,
and SPUN and WOOL blends.
With more than 35-years of experience in the
specialised field of high quality tufted and woven
carpets, SUPERBA is
providing innovative
and competitive solutions with complete
range of machines,

SUPERBA’s lines are designed to perform efficiently
one out of the five necessary industrial processes in
the manufacturing of carpets or rugs. After extrusion
and twisting, the heat-setting is an important process
for the twist set as well as, in some cases the fixation
of the dyestuff.

including the TVP3, the latest generation of heat-setting
line, together with the friezing machine - MF4 and
fully automatic winder - B401.
SUPERBA also provides the LV3 steaming and
shrinking lines for heat setting Acrylic yarns and
MCD/LA Space-dyeing machines complete with
their range of products for the carpet industry. With
high-performance, efficiency and being eco-friendly,
these lines integrate the latest technologies in term
of automation.
SUPERBA is having subsidiaries in the USA, in
UAE (Dubai) and in CHINA, and 60 representatives
all over the world to extend better services to their
international customers.
The Indian market for carpet is very promising
and still in the initial phase of growing: The Indian
carpet manufacturers are now willing to benefit from
all the advantages of SUPERBA’s latest generation of
heat-setting lines (TVP3) in terms of energy saving,
high productivity and efficiency. We deeply feel that
the Indian market for the carpet industry is at the
dawn of a technological mutation and will rapidly
grow in the coming years.
SUPERBA will participate in this modernisation

Heat setting of carpet yarns is a necessary operation to get a high quality woven or tufted carpet.
SUPERBA’s heat-treatment process is currently the only
one in the
market using saturated steam
under pressure; this
process
gives the
carpet a
high quality and
definition
due to the
“pin-point
effect”.
T h e
flooring
industry
is always
looking
for innovation, alternatives and differentiating development areas. This
is the reason why SUPERBA is also proposing now
the GREENTEX, an innovative texturizing machine
for the artificial turf.
This new line allows realising the well-known
KDK or Knit De Knit technology. It is a continuous
process and all kinds of PE, PP or PA yarns can be
texturized to be used on different types of artificial
turf like hockey fields, football fields, tennis courts,
landscaping, etc. The artificial turf market is steadily
gaining ground worldwide with about 15% increase
per year.
SUPERBA’ main concern is to provide their customers with high quality industrial machines incorporating
the latest techniques of the innovation and automation.
All SUPERBA’s machines are fully manufactured in
France and we strongly believe that the quality, the
durability, high level of productivity and the safety
of the people operating our machinery are the best
arguments.
(For details & contact, visit: www.superba.com).
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by supporting the Indian industry not only with their
machines, but also with their extended knowledge
gained, over the years, of the carpet markets worldwide.

Complete turnkey
airlay nonwoven lines
from Laroche
After one century dedicated to the design, manufacturing and commissioning of equipment for technical
nonwoven products and complete textile waste recycling lines, LAROCHE is now proposing complete
turnkey airlay nonwoven lines to process a wide
variety of raw material producing a huge range of
nonwoven felts.
During the conferences in India LAROCHE also
presented a full range of products made from their
latest technologies and latest innovations in Soft Waste,
Hard Waste and used clothes recycling processes.

development and support services for turnkey projects.
In Cours-La Ville - France, a 2000 m2 demo-room
equipped with Tearing line, Dosing, Opening & Blending line and 3 Airlay nonwoven lines is extensively
used for process and products development.
Customers are welcome to use these facilities to
develop their new products. With 2 manufacturing
plants and after sales support, LAROCHE serves highly
satisfied customers in more than 70 countries.
(For details & contact, visit: www.laroche.fr).

VERDOL: Designer,
manufacturer, turnkey
supplier
Verdol belongs to REYES GROUPE, which is a 100%
French group created in 1974 and a major player in
Europe for the markets of energy, oil, gas, hydropower,
solar, electronics. Its turnover is € 62 million and its
staff is about 500 people. It has got 6 subsidiaries
(among them: VERDO1) and 6 production units (in
France and Tunisia).
REYES Groupe is a designer-manufacturer of electrical cabinets, power stations, mobile substations and
is present in Europe, Asia, Africa, Americas, India,
Russia, Middle East.

LAROCHE Application fields:
Open-End

using recycled fibres.

Nonwoven

felts for building insulation, automotive, bedding, furniture and floor coverings, geotextiles, sound and thermal insulation, horticultural.
Natural fibres products (nonwovens and
yarns).
Short staple bast fibres for spinning, nonwoven and paper.
Disposable
Pillows

products.

and toys stuffing.

Technical

products.

LAROCHE provides a full range of engineering,
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VERDOL: A world leader in synthetic yarns
processing!
VERDOL is a designer and manufacturer of textile
machinery with over 100-years of experience through
various names: VERDOl at the origins of the Company,
then ARCT, ACBF, ICBT, Rieter, RITM, SwissTex and
again VERDOL. VERDOL designs and manufactures
textile machinery for synthetic yarns processing. It also
provides supervision systems for workshops textiles,
spare parts, conversions for installed machines. Its
business is all over the world!
Key facts and figures
Over 100-years experience.
Annual turnover: approximately € 25 million
of which 98% to Export.

CALLEBAUT DE BLICQUY/CDB, designs and manufactures machinery for dyeing or bleaching, CDB has
always been innovative, example: Since 1975 polyclave with air cushion technology, low liquor ratio
capacity up to 3000 kg. Since 1979 dyeing and bleaching with our hydraulic loading press HDL for loose
fibre with high loading density up to 700 kg per m3.
Optilab: Machine for development of tinctorial/
dyeing. Process control, allowing the visualisation
and the optimisation of bath dyeing cinetics.
Hydraulic loading press HLP
With CDB high loading density loose fibre:

A

leading international company in the
markets of
machinery for
the processing
of Technical
and Textile
Yarns.
World
leader in the
glass yarns
processing
with more
than 200,000
working spindles.
Key positions in the
processing of
Industrial Yarns (5,100 spindles), Tire Cord (65,000
spindles) and Carpet Yarns (110,000 spindles).
Unrivalled experience in the Textile Yarns
processing: 100,0000 working positions for twisted
& cabled yarns, and 500,000 ones for covered
yarns.
Customers worldwide: China, Taiwan, India,
Asia, Turkey, Middle East, Europe, USA, Canada,
South America, Australia, New Zealand.
Present internationally through a wide Agents
network.
(For details & contact, visit: www.verdol.fr).

Cotton

350 kg/m3.

Acrylic

700 kg/m3.

Wool

370 kg/m3.

Polyester

520 kg/m3.

Polyamide

500 kg/m3.

Polyclave EC/RR for dyeing or bleaching of
fibre or packages
Main technology with our pump SRE fully integrated in the vessel. This unique conception authorises:
A very low energy consumption; No external pipes
(pump inside of the kier); Pump with 10 cycles per
minutes; A very low liquor ratio 1/2 on wet material;
A very easier maintenance.
Example: cotton bleaching
Cake density 350 Kg/m3³(dry material); very low
Liquor ratio 2 L/kg on wet cotton; better homogeneity;
one Cake High up to 2400 mm; better quality; Less
handling. Since 1898 ROUSSELET ROBATEL designs
and manufactures hydro- extractors for all textile materials, not only for the textile industries (also for food,
nuclear, metallurgy) advanced technology enabling
centrifugation with optimal performance.
For loose fibre:
The Continuous hydro-extractor Type SCPC up to
2000 kg per hour; Hydro-extractor SC for cake with
height 1600 mm; Continuous hydro- extractor has to
be installed into a continuous line of fibres treatment
and does not require any manual feeding or discharging of the fibres. Extraction gives low remaining
moisture content due to thin layers of fibres in the
centrifuge basket and to forced air suction through
fibre layer. Huge production 400 kg up to 2000 kg
per hour; An important saving allows to reduce drying
time and energy consumption; For some application
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CALLEBAUT DE
BLICQUY: Innovative
dyeing

Polyester

yarn approx 3%.
Acrylic Nm 28/2 approx 11%.
Wool Nm 28/2 approx 23%.
Cotton Ne 60/2 approx 31%.
PES/Cotton 50/50 Ne 16/2 17%.

(For details & contact, Eastern Engineering Company
Jeevan Udyog, 278, Dr D N Road, Fort, Mumbai-400 001.
Tel: +91 22 2207 6831. Fax: +91 22 2207 5699).

on synthetic fibres, dryer can be avoided; Separated
spun fibres give a better efficiency on downstream
treatment; Huge saving of production cost.
For packages
Hydro-extractor type BOBEX with 1/3/6 heads;
Own axis at a speed of 7000 rpm 1 Spindle = 1
package; Main differences between BOBEX and
conventional technology.
Question: Deformation of the yarn package
and damages of the dye tubes?
Conventional centrifuge yes. Considerable deformation and damage Rewinding after centrifuging
is necessary. Bobex none; Rewinding is therefore
not necessary; Conventional problematic due to the
displacement of the yarn layers; Bobex very good;
Manual operation of hydro-extractor and HF dryer?
Conventional continuous operation is not possible.
Bobex - One person can operate the hydro-extractor
and the HF dryer.
Question: Residual moisture from package to
package?
Conventional = very uneven. Uneven residual
moistures prolong the drying process.
Bobex = absolutely even.
Question: Homogeneity of residual moisture
within the packages?
Conventional very uneven; Bobex absolutely even;
Residual moistures basis dry material after hydroextraction depend of the yarn number and density
of the packages.
Texturized Polyester approx 9%.

AESA: Air engineering
specialist
AESA Air Engineering is a leader in the field of industrial air conditioning. It provides reliable solutions for
the textile, paper, tobacco and food industries. With
its Asian offices in India, China, and Singapore and
a network of agents, AESA combines the dynamism,
rigour and experience of European and Asian engineering teams, offering the most advanced solutions,
with competitive equipments.

Taking its roots from four famous companies
(Ameliorair/Air Industrie/LTG Air Engineering/Kenya),
AESA has the experience of more than 10,000 installations running worldwide. AESA has a full range
of self-developed proprietary equipments and the
capacity to solve any technical problem with the
most appropriate solutions. AESA is specialised in
spinning, weaving, man-made fibre air conditioning and waste removal systems. For any given fibre
like cotton, rayon, polyester, blended, wool, acrylic,
fibreglass, AESA supplies complete system in order
to maintain the adequate condition of temperature
and humidity in a clean environment in accordance
with international standards.
Supplying fully automatic system using the best
filtration and waste collection system, AESA is leader
in many countries for air conditioning in textile factories. AESA design is focusing on optimising the added
value for clients in term of precision, reliability, waste
management and energy saving solutions.
(For details & contact, visit: aesa-ae.com).
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